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'Abstract
A well known disadvantage of standard token-passing in ring and bus networks is the waste
of channel bandwidth often seen in lightly loaded or asymmetric systems. It is possible to make
use of the broadcast mechanism in token bus systems to distribute nearly up·to-date information
about the state of individual stations to the entire system. One such scheme involves the determi.
nation of a randomly varying set of more active stations. These stations are given a chance to
form a second logical ring above the standard logical ring that characterizes the token bus. The
transmission cycles of the system thus alternate berween standard token-passing and transmission
cycles, and the cycles of token-passing and !Iansmission within me logical ring of more active
stations. We assume that each station makes at most one transmission when given me chance to
transmit Using general input distributions, the cycle-rime distribution of the token is derived for
each kind of cycle. An imponant random variable is me random token turnaround time seen by
individual stations. For lightly loaded stations this time tends to be larger than for heavily loaded
Stations. The distribution of this random time and a comparative measure of the stability of stan-
dard token-passing and the adaptive token-passing schemes are obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
The standard roken-passing bus protocol [IEEE84, ECMA83] operates as a single server
and multiqueue system. The token MAC frame acts as the sole key to a locked server, i.e., the
channel. The token is passed from one station to another on the bus and the sequence of stations
on the token's path is defined by the protocol standard to be a logical ring. Each station that
obtains the token may keep the token for a random time corresponding to the time it takes the sta-
tion to uansmit a single packet on the channel. If a station has no packet to transmit, is simply
not ready, or has complered its transmission, the token-holding station passes the token to the
next station on the logical ring. In general, the time it takes for the token to leave one station and
arrive at another is a random time depending on the distance between the (not necessarily neigh-
bouring) stations on the bus. Often it is imponant ro also consider the random time it takes a sra-
tion that has no packet to transmit or is otherwise not ready to detect this condition and then pass
the token to the next sration. We call this the switching rime of the sration. If the random packet
transmission times, switching times, token-passing times and packet interarrival times possess
different disrributional characteristics for each of the N srations on the network, the resulting
token-passing configuration is called an asymmerric system.
Consider an asymmetric system with N srations, N fairly large (Le., of the order 102).
Examine the effects obtained if a few stations are continuously active and generate a large pro-
portion of the total load on the network. For example, 5% of the stations on the system generate
90% of the total (transmission) load, while the remaining 95% are relatively inactive. This exam-
ple illustJales the well-known disadvantage of token-passing for either high asymmetric sration
loads or low average loads, with the system spending a major fraction of its operational time in
fruitless token-passes [Stal 84].
Let sration j be a reference station. On leaving sration j to travel around the logical ring
and eventually return to the starting point, me server is said to define a cycle. On standard token-
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passing systems (both ring and bus) each station that is "signed-on" the ring sees the system's
operation as a sequence of repeated token cycles [Buxw84, ReNi85]. Using the abbreviation TP
for standard mken-passing on bus systems. and the term passi'rle cycles for those cycles associated
with TP, we introduce a simple adaptive token-passing behavior for bus systems [ReHu85a] as
follows. Consider a sequence of token·passes in which only active stations (i.e., those stations
that are known ro have at least one queued packet each) are visited. For very apparent reasons,
we label such a cycle as an active cycle. It is clear that during an active cycle, mean channel util-
ization is a maximum over all possible cycles (active or passive) in which the same active sta-
tions transmit. The only overhead in the active cycles is the overhead of token-passing time [0
stations certain to transmit, and this overhead is unavoidable. Thus, if we ·can somehow identify
Stations that become active, we can examine possible ways of reducing unnecessary token-passes
to inactive Stations by scheduling frequent token visits to the active stations. We would expect
that the net effect is to decrease the mean token-turnaround time for the active stations, thereby
increasing channel utilization and reducing their mean packet delays.
There are three problems that present themselves at this time. One is the problem of how an
active set of stations is to be detemtined. Secondly, since traffic panerns change over time and
some stations leave the active set while others join, how is the active set to be updated fre-
quently. The third problem involves the actual overhead in making changes to the token bus (as
specified by the standard) so that the benefits of the new scheme, called adaptive loken-passing or
ATP, are not outweighed by the costs of implementation ovemead. We attempt to address all
three problems but hasten to point out that this is only a preliminary analytic study of the benefirs
of adaptive server behavior in multiqueueing environments. The model that we use is applicable
to a wide range of problems in distributed systems involving multiqueues and few resources.
One simple scheme for ATP can conceptually be outlined as follows. The token can be












Fig. 1 Conceptual view of Token-passing on bus
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each queue. If these cycles of the token are repeated, the model's behavior is that of standard TP
[Bux84, ReNi85] with only passive cycles (see Fig. 1). If the server can be made a little jmelli-
gent so that at the end of a possible transmission by a smtion, the server records the stmion as an
active station if it has at least one other packet queued, then at the end of a passive cycle (seen as
from station j), an active set of stations will have been determined. With station j as a starting
point, the server can proceed on an active cycle in which only stations in the recently determined
active set are visited. At the end of the active cycle, the server reinitializes the active set (i.e.,
resets it to empty) and begins another passiYe cycle. By alternating passive and active cycles,
active set determination and updating can be accomplished, at least for the coDcepmal model.
Note that if an active set is computed to be empty during a passive cycle, the following cycle is
also a passive cycle. Thus a sequence of ATP cycles consists of alternating passive and active
cycles in which every active cycle is separated by a sequence of one or more passive cycles.
A brief review of models applicable to TP systems and an exact approach to obtaining
cycle-time distributions can be found in [ReNi85]. For a more detailed review, the reader is
referred to [ReNi84, Reg085]. A compendium of results dealing with cyclic service and exhaus-
tive service can be found in [TaKl85]. The authors are unaware of any existing adaptive token-
passing bus systems or analytic models of such systems that present any comparative results of
standard token-passing versus any form of adaptive token-passing. Some of the analysis
presented here is an application of results given in [ReNi85]. The results presented here are func-
tionally exact, in that they are based on conditionally independent events. Corresponding approx-
imate results using an independence assumption can be found in [ReHu85b].
Without further ado we present the formal queueing model and introduce our notation in the
following section. While describing the model in section IT, we also present a more detailed
account of active and passive cycles. For completeness. some implementation issues are dis-



















Fig. 2 Standard Token-passing and Adaptive Token-passing
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active and passive cycle-times for the ATP system. Using the nOlion of cycle-times, we obtain
conditions under which ATP yields more desirable performance results than TP. These results
are presented in section IVI chiefly as comparisions of mean token-turnaround times in both sys-
tems, and more imponamly, a stability comparision of both systems. Due to page limitations we
present only selected issues regarding stability. For more details the reader is referred to
[Rego85a].
II. A QUEUEING MODEL
The A'IP bus is modelled by a system of N independent, unrestricted buffers chained
together to form a logical ring by sections of varying cable lengths. Fig. 2 illustrates similar
abstractions of the TP and ATP systems, respectively. Packer arrivals at station k are generated
by some process with interarrival distribution given by AI; (t)=P (11;:S:; t), where 1,1; is the interar-
rival time random variable at station k, k E S = {I, 2, ...•N}. Denote the "walk" or portion of
cable between station (k - 1) and station k as wk •k ES . In our notation, (k - 1) is station k ' s
predecessor, and (k + 1) is station J!s successor on the path of the token. We assume that the log-
ical ring representation is such that the address of station J!s successor is obtained by computing
(k mod N) + 1.
PASSIVE CYCLES
During a passive cycle, the server (token) behaves as follows. On arriving at station k,
k E S ,the server provides transmission service for at most one station k customer (packet).
When the single transmission is complete. the server checks the buffer of station k for additional
packets. If the buffer is flot empty. the server broadcasts this fact as a "station-k is active" mes-
sage [Q all listening stations on the bus while traversing the walk WI;. This can be achieved by
coding an informative bit into the token, so that while the token-passing broadcast takes place, all
listening stations can detect the presence of the bit The random time raken for the walking and
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the broadcast is denoted by f t ' , distributed as P (Y/St)=U,dt) ,after which time the server
reaches station (k mod N) + 1 . If station k ' s buffer is found empty after a transmission, then
the server lakes a random time Y.I: , distributed as P (y..l: S t) = UI;' (t) • to traverse W,I; • Since no
informative broadcast regarding station k 's sratus is made, we can assume that E eyk') > E (YJJ ,
for all k eS _ In the event that station k is found either empty or simply Dot ready to transmit
when the server arrives, the server lakes a small random time V}; , distributed as
P (V,I;S r)=SJ: (t) J to detect the condition, .switch past the station and begin to traverse Wi . In
this case, the time to rraverse Wi is still given by Yk since no informative broadcast is required.
ACTIVE CYCLES
For the rest of the discussion fix station j • j eS , [Q be a reference station. Suppose that
N = 20 and the set S of Slations •'signed-on" the logical ring is given by S = {I, ..., 15, 19}. If a
passive cycle determines a nonempty active set A, say with A = {2,7, ll} , then the following
cycle is an active cycle in which only the Stations in A are visited. The order in which these sta-
tions in A are visited depends on the implementation and is not crucial to our analysis. From our
viewpoint all that is imponant is that an active cycle is generated in which only stations known to
be active are visited thus reducing fruitless token-passes and improving channel utilization.
When the token is being passed from one slation to the next in A , the walking or token-
passing time is given by the random variable Y.{' , distributed as P (Y.t":S; t) = U.t" (t) • for each
k EA . Since these token~passing sequences are known at the beginning of the active cycle, we
label the corresponding walks as scheduled walk.r. At the end of a passive cycle, the token
returns to visit station j . If station j detennines that the most recently obtained set A generated
by the last passive cycle is nonempty, an active cycle begins by slation j broadcasting a
"special·token" (designating an active cycle in progress) [0 an arbitrary station chosen from A .
Note mat A is potentially common Jrnowledge to all stations due [0 the broadcast mechanism that
[Ook place during the passive cycle. The time taken for the first token-pass in the active cycle is
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taken to be the random variable Yi with parameter a, a = max (a{ ,ai ,....n"") to accommo-
date to accomodate the worst possible scenario. We will denote this random time by D. The
chosen station makes its transmission and passes the token to some other station in A. Recall
that for i Dot the first station, i EA ,this random time is Y j " • At the end of station j ,s transmis·
sian, all stations (including i) redefine A to be A -{I} . The procedure SlOpS when A =ljJ at
which time station j has detected A =$ and begins the following passive cycle by either making
its own transmission or merely passing the token to station U mod N) + 1 . If at the end of a
passive cycle station j finds that A =ljl J then station j simply continues on with the next passive
cycle.
Implementation Issues
A special function called the monitor function is made active in the highest address station
that is "signed-on" the logical ring, much like the monitor function in the ffiM version of the
token ring [Stro83]. When this station signs off the bus, the next highest address station begins to
execute the monitor function. The task of the monitor function is to recognize active and passive
cycle completions, to determine when active and passive cycles are to be initiated. and to recover
from any token loss problems occurring in the active cycle. We take station j to be the monitor
station in this discussion.
All stations in S can tell if the current cycle is active or passive simply by listening for the
type of token being broadcasted. During passive cycles the token is the standard MAC frame. but
during active cycles the token is a specially designated' 'active-token" frame. The global deter-
mination of the active set A is accomplished as follows. At each station is an N bit flag word that
the station uses to record all those active stations found during passive cycles. If a listening sta-
tion detects a "station k is active " token broadcast made in a passive cycle, the listening station
sets bit k of irs flag word to one. This is done simultaneously by all the listening stations.
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\\'hen the lOken has cycled back to station j at the end of each passive cycle, the monitor
function is executed. If station j finds the flag word filled with zeros, then A is empty, and
another passive cycle is initiated immediately, with no delay. Otherwise, sIation j creates and
passes an "active-token" to station n • where n is the lowest address station on the bus such that
bit n of sratiaD j J S flag word is set to one. When station n receives the active~token. this station
makes a transmission and passes the active-token to the next highest address station wiili
corresponding bit set to one in station n 's flag word. As each station in A completes a traru;m.is-
siaD., all the listening statiOffi as well as the rransmitting station reset the appropriate bit in their
individual :flag words to zero. The process of alternating rransmissions and active-token passing
continues until the last active station has made itS IIanSmission and all flag words are filled with
zeros. The monitor detects me zero-word condition after the last transmission and immediately
initiates the next passive cycle.
Note that if station j is found active, then station j will always be the last station to
transmit in an active cycle since it is the highest address station signed on. We must make the res-
triction that all station additions to the logical ring, and deletions from the logical ring only take
place in passive cycles, according to the standard addition and deletion algorithms. In the event of
a fault in any active cycle, the monitor reverts back [0 a passive cycle after a time-out.
The overhead required in the implementation of the protocol is N bits of storage at each of
the N stations on the bus, a monitor function capabilily for each station, an active-mken MAC
frame, a small modification to the standard token MAC frame to incorporate an active station
address, and suitable changes to the standard station addition and deletion algorithms. All these
changes apply only to the active cycle.
ill. CYCLE-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
Consider the TP and ATP systems shown in Fig. 2. Assume that observer TP is standing at
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the scan point for reference station j in the TP system, while observer ATP is positioned simi-
larly in the ATP system. Assuming that both systems are operating at steady-state with identical
distributions AI.: (-) • BJ: 0, Sk (') and Ui; (-) for corresponding stations k in both systems, we are
interested in knowing which observer sees a "better" system at the reference station. The time
between two consecutive appearances of the server at the observer's point is called me cycle·time
of the server. Let the cycle-time random variable seen by observer TP be denoted by C. The





respectively. The distribution Fe (") of C is given in an approximate form (under exponential
assumptions) and even exactly (under arbirrary input distributions) in [ReNi85]. We now apply
similar methods to obtain exact representations for the distributions Fc,(-) and Fc. (.) of the ran-
dom variables Cp and Cil • respectively. The approximate forms of these disoibutions (obtained
under an independence assumption) can be found in [ReHu85b, Rego85a]. For analytic conveni-
ence, we make the assumption that all input distributions possess finite first and second moments.
Additionally, whenever we talk about probabilities of events, we are only concerned with the
events associated with passive cycles.
Asymmetric Systems With General Distributions
Suppose that observer ATP and the server work out an agreement in which the server hands
over to the observer two N bit binary service vectors x and y at the stan of every passive cycle.
The k sup th
entries of vectors x and y are each I if station k customers are served in the last passive and
active cycles, respectively, with k = I + (j - k +N) mod N _ If a station k customer is not served
in the last passive or active cycle, then the k 'h bit of the respective x or y vector is set to zero.
We assume that the (2N) bit vector<xy> is transferred anyway, even if all2N bits are set to zero_
TIlls last case corresponds to a passive cycle in which all station queues are found by the server to
be empty. That an active cycle cannot take place after this passive cycle follows trivially.
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The ATP observer can be viewed as a panicle moving in random fashion berween the 22],'
states of a set e . where e contains every permissible e'2N) bit binary vector. The transitions of
the process coincide in time with the vector transfers, and the transitions of the process have
corresponding probabilities that depend on the current state, the time spent in this state and also
the next state to be visited. This stochastic process can be described as Markov renewal, with a
kernel of transitions Q defined in terms of the transition probabilities and srate •'holding" times.
Note that if we know the current state is <zy> = <.x I • ...• xN,y h ...• yN>, then we also know that




is a sum of independent random variables, and consequently has an easily obtainable distribution
[MaSa79, Cart70] that we denore as Fry ('). <.::cy> E e.
We can obrain Q by examining the embedded Markov chain of vector transfers given by
Q(+oo) . We base our arguments on the narurally independent arrival events and a few queue
state probabilities. A service-vecmr transition of the form <.xy>--7<x'y'> is the result of 2N
individual transitions of the form <xk> --7 <Xt'> and <Yt> --7 <y.:'> for k = I, 2, ... ,N. These
transitiorui are based on me individual station arrivals (or probabilities of arrivals in a given time)
and a few queue length probabilities. Given these probabilities, the probability
P «X)'> •<x'y'> ) is simply computed as a product obtained as a decoIDlXlsition through condi-
tionally independent events.
Let Pt (n ,<.xy> .<x'y'> ) be the probability that n customers arrive at station k • k E S.
during a random time Tt (X)' ,x'y') , where this last random variable describes the amount of
time the server spent away from station k (ignoring new arrivals) during the transition
<.xy> --7 <x'y'> . An appropriate shift operator [Rego85a] yields TJ:C.xy ,.%'y') for each sration
k in S and each valid transition <.xy> --7 <x'y'> . Note that some transitions are not permissible,
- 10-
e.g., <000110> -) < 1aI000> , or even < 111000> ---+ <000 111> on an N = 3 station system. We
are now inrerested in computing p «XY> , <x'y'» for all valid rransitions <xy> --7 <:x'y'> ,
<xy> ,<x'y'>e8 . Station k 's contribution [Q this transmission is a probability
~k( <XY > I <x'y'» given by
~ «.t)';> I <x ')";»=
P1(O,<;ry> ,<::r'y'»
P.I: (1, <oX)'> ) <;1:"')"»,
1- LP.«f1, <.1)'>. <x'),'»
.~
Pk (0, <ry> ,<x'y'»q!,!
Pi (I, <.xy;>, <x'y'.:» Q"'.l,
1- LP.«n,<xy> ,<x'y'»Ql,l
.~
Pk (0, CJ:Y> ,<x'y';.) 'l1).
Pi (I, <:ry;> I cx'y';» '1.<;.+PI (0, <X)';> ,<x',';» qk;J,







Xl: = 1 ,1.<= l,x/=O,)'J'=O
Xl= 1,)'1==1,'%.1'= 1,1/=0
Xl =1,)'!= l,x/=I,1.<'= 1
with the aid of which the probability corresponding to any service vector uansition in the embed-
ded Markov chain Q(+oo) can be computed as
p «xy> , <x'y'»= n ~m«XY>,<x'y'»
m'"
and with the aid of Eq. (3), the kernel Q of:MID' {(ZII ,Tn)} can be defined as
Q <.J:)'>.<r')"> (t)=p «xy >, <x'y'»F:ry (t)
(3)
(4)
for I ~O I I E.R+ and <.xy> , <x'y'> E.8. Since the embedded Me {Zn} is finite and always
ergodic, there exists a limiting state distribution {1r.<:ry> , <.xy > E. S) through which !:he distribu"
tions of passive and active cycles seen at station j can be defined. Let Ca - and Cpo describe these, ,
random variables with respect to station j. With e/ as the set of N bit binary vectors and










where Fc.O. FC,.O are distribution functions of the random variables
Cx = L x,dX,t+Yk(Y.t'-Y,l;;.)+Y,d
k ,s
and







It is interesting to note that the Markov vector transfer process is ergodic regardless of
queueing characteristics at the N stations. However, there is a relationship between traffic
characteristics and the behavior of the chain in moving among states of e. TIlls can be investi-
gated via the interarrival random variable Tj describing the random time between server visits
(not necessarily involving vector t:ransfer) at station j. In fact Tj behaves as the random raken
turnaround time on the ATP system just as the cycle-time random variable C is a token tuT-
naround time on a TP system [ReNi85]. The distribution of Tj can be given by
FT,(r)= 2: ,,<,,>['hF,.(I)+'hF,,(t)]+ 2: ,,<,,>F,,(r) (9)
<;r:y>te <:r:y>£8
~, po
Let to, t 1. t2> ... be an increasing sequence of time points at which observer ATP actually
detects the server Stop at station j. Assume that the system is in steady state operation and also
that tn. n =0.1.2•...• corresponds to the end of either an active or a passive cycle. Clearly. the
sequence of server interarrival (or intervisit) times {T}Il'». with T}Il)= t" - t"_I' n = 0.1, 2•.._, is
a generally dependent sequence of random times. Nevenheless, a strictly stationo.ry Goint) distri-
bution exists for this random variable. The rime points corresponding to all empty queues are
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regeneration epochs, meaning that at these times the system regenerates itself. By hypothesis, the
first two moments of all input distributions is finite, and consequently E(Tj ) is finite, for all
j ES. With this condition, it is easy to prove that the mean time between regeneration epochs
must also be finite. As a consequence (see theorems 10-4, 10-5 of [HeS082]) the regenerative
process and also the server imerarrival time random variable Tj are asymptotically stationary.
Hence, Eq. (9) describes the distribution that the sequence of interarrival time distributions con-
verges to asymptotically.
Given a stationary distribution F Tj (') that behaves as a "service-time" distribution for Sta-
tion j cusromers, we present a stability criterion [Kueh79, ReNi85] that applies to the GI/GIl
queueing system at station j (i.e., ignoring the other Stations). From Eq. (9) we see that
1t<~>




is the mean (unconditional) token turnaround time on the ATP system. Let the random variable
Tj be the random tok~p. imervisit time at station j conditioned on the event that a customer is
served at this station during a passive cycle. The disrribution of Tj can be obtained from Eq.(9)
by replacing the condition < Yj=O> in the second summation by the condition < Xj =l,Yj =0> .
Similarly, the mean conditional token romaround time E(Tj) can be obtained from Eq.(lO) by
performing the same replacement for the condition in the second summation. The queueing pro-
cess at station j is stable (i.e., will have a finite mean) only if'J..j <
stable only if this holds for all stations j ,j ES.
1 Th. ...' e enure system IS
E(Tj )
The relationship between the stability condition and the SMP {Z(t)} describing the vector
transfer process is simple. At an extreme, if 'J..jE(Tj)~1 for all j ES, {Z(t)} will eventually
reside in the absorbing state < xy >, XI: YJ: = I, k ES. On the other hand if Aj = 0 for all j ES ,
then the absorbing state is <.xy>, XtYJ: =0, k ES. IfAj E (Ti )"=? I for j ES' , where S' is a proper
subset
of S , then the absorbing States are in the communicating class { <,Xy > I Xt Yt =1, k ES'}.
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IV. SIMPLE COMPARISIONS
In this section we present some simple criteria to aid in comparing ATP and TP for given
parameters. These criteria are based only on the first moments of the token imervisit distributions
in each system. Due to dependencies that arise in consecutive service cycles [Kueh79, ReNi85J jt
is not possible to introduce the second moments without an accurate representation of covariance.
Since the latter can only be obtained by deriving the stationary joint distribution of a number of
consecutive random variables Tj •and since these are difficult to obtain analytically for this sys-
tern, we content ourselves with using expectations. We begin the comparision by examining the
stability of each system under the same input distributions, or •'close" disrributions in the case of
those ATP distributions that have no coumerparts in me TP system.
STABIUTY: ATP versus TP
Assume that the two observers i.e., ATP and TP, see equivalent steady-state systems. Ths
means their input distributions are the same and the additional distributions UtI (-), UI;" 0, FDO
are "close" enough to the distribution UtC·) (i.e., same distributional form with nearly the same
parameter values) for all k e S. We examine how each system behaves under different traffic
conditions.
Let us suppose that both observers see an arrival process with parameter Aj=')': at their
respective stations j. Let C be the unconditional cycle-time (Le. server interarrival time) random
variable, and Cj be the random cycle-time conditioned on a station j customer's service in the
TP system. We now proceed to examine conditions under which ATP yields a smaller token
response time than TP for station j customers. But first, we make a minor modification to Eq.
(8), i.e. we assume that in practice, if no set of active stations is detennined during an active
cycle, then the monitor station detects this in a negligible rime and D = O. Hence
Cy = r D + L xt: Yt: [Xt: + Yt:"],,5 PI)
where r is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter mm: [(l-Glp,), 1] , and z is the zero vec-
tor. This is a fair assumption since the time it takes the monitor station to detect an empl)' active
- 14-
set and begin the next passive cycle constitutes a token-passing time, which is precisely the time
expended in passing token control to the monitor station's downstream neighbour.
Define the set D 1 ={j ES P''iE(Cj):S:J..} contained in S [0 be a a set of donor stations,r
and the complementary set Ar = S - D to be a set of acceptor stations in S J for
y?:.l, YER+. In the followlog, we present some stability proofs for TP and ATP schemes. We
use the terms TP-stable and ATP-stable to describe the property of a queueing process being
stable in the respective schemes. In all cases, stability is taken to mean mat the expectation of the
queue length random variable is finite. Passive and active cycles for which station j cuslOrners
are served have random lengths Cp/', Co./', respectively, and the corresponding lengths when no
station j customer is served are denoted by Cp/ and Ca/, respectively. Note that the ATP
scheme consists of two classes of Stations. The "greedy" class of acceptor stations are those sta-
tions that are more heavily loaded than stations in the class of donor stations. As their class label
implies, the latter class of stations donate some of their possibly useful channel access time [0 the
acceptor stations during the active cycles.
Proposition 1: (Light traffic stability)
If jeD 2, then the queueing process at station j is both TP-stable and ATP-stable.
Proof Using Eq. (10),
(12)
(13)
since E (C.), E (Cy) are each less than E (Cj), and E (Tzy)~ 2£ (C j)
Since conditions for stability are satisfied in both systems, the result follows.
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ProposiIion 2: (Heavy traffic stability)
If j E (D r- D:v for 1 < r < 2, then the queueing process at station j is both TP-stable
and ATP-s<able.
Proof' If JED h then the queueing process at station j is TP-stable by definition.
Again, from Eq. (10) we obtain,
=l.jE(Cj){ L n<",+ L 2~",)
<.;()':> £8 <.xy> £8






. For all pennissible
loads in this set of srations, we obtain
since the quantity in braces is simply a sum of cwo unconditional probabilities.
These two propositions answer a very important question about the stability of the ATP sys~
tern. Basically, ATP causes some relatively lightly loaded stations on a TP system to relinquish
some of their potential transmission riglus. These rimes coincide with active cycles during which
only the more heavily loaded Stations transmir. Since the (lightly loaded) donor stations witness
larger mean server intervisit times in the (new) ATP scheme, is it possible that while they were
stable under simple token-passing, the larger response time from the server makes them unstable
with adaptive token-passing?
Proposition 1 and 2 address the question by investigating all stable donor stations in TP to
consequently show that they must also be stable under ATP. Suppose we define the stability
region of the N station TP system as an N-dimensional cube in RN , bounded by Aj::; E ~ ,for
( i)
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i = 1, 2, ..., N. Clearly, the N station TP system is stable if and only if the point 0-1• A2•... , AN)
lies in the inlerior of the cube [ReNi}. We can define a similar stability region for ATP as a cube
in R N I bounded by At $ 1.. for i = 1,2, ...• N. Given two multiqueueing systems, system X
E(Ti )
and system Y, with the stability regions R (X) and R (Y), respectively, we define system X [0 be
more stable than system Y if Volume (R(X»> Volume (Ref». Consequently, by examining
stability regions, we can show that ATP is more stable than TP. Indeed, we can even show that if
one of the N stations is not TP-stable it may be ATP-stable.
Proposition 3: (instability to stability)
Let j eA 1 wiih the additional restriction that AjE(Cj )= 1 and all other stations have stable
queueing processes. Then the queueing process at station j is TP-unstable but ATP-srable.
Proo[- In Eq. (12) we can specialize the sums involving E(CJ:)' E(Cy), and E(Txy) to be the
conditional means E (Cpt), E (Coo/'), and [E (Cpt)+E (Coo/)]. respectively, since the summa-
tions are conditional. Hence, we obtain,
+ [E(Cp,"J+E(C.,')J( :E "''Y'»
<xy>£8.... '.,...0
(15)




2 :E "''Y')<xy> psilo" 8
.... 1.,..0
(16)
Using simple flow balance arguments it is easy to show that
(17)
. ~xy> 1 .'ECUSlOg(17) and the facr rhar L --~2,and L 1t<xy>~Olfl\.j (j)-)l,we
<.z:y>t8 2 <.1:)'>£8
"'1"'"' .... 1,70-0
obtain A.j E (Tj) < (2A.j E (Cj )) ( ~ ), or Aj E (Tj) < 1 . That is, queue j is ATP-srable.
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Fig. 3 Stability regions for a three station system
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Stability Regions
From our preceding discussion .it is clear that ATP partitions S into the two disjoint classes
Dr (donors) and A r (acceptors). Each station j E S satisfying A.j E (Cj) ~ Aj E (rj) becomes a
donor station, and each station j ES satisfying AjE(Cj ) > AjE(Tj) becomes an acceptor sta.
tion. The quantity Y. called a separator, is a function of system paramete15 and is defined by
Y= max {E (rj) I Aj E eej ) s. A.i E (rj) , j E S}. In Fig. 3 is shown possible stabili[j' regions for
both token passing schemes on a three station system. Observe that while the stability boundary
of donor stations decreases. the boundary increases for the highly loaded accepmf Stations. It can
be shown that if E (Y;') ::; E (Yj)+Oj, E (Y/') s. E (Y;) +02> and if we can place cenain restrictions
on the sizes of 01 and 02, (i.e., they are small enough), then as long as there is at least one donor
station, ATP will be more stable than TP. Of course, if we can neglect me overhead involved in
scheduling active cycles, then in principle, ATP will always be at least as stable as TP (Le., even
if the donor set is empty, since in this cast ATP must reduce to TP).
Individual Station Comparison
The performance of TP versus ATP as seen from station j largely depends on the sizes of
the donor and acceptor sets. Another important factor is me probability that each station on the
system has more than one customer queued during the passive cycles. Let qt = 1 - qt 1- qt 0. .
denote this probability, for each k ES. Also, let b1; = 1- q1;, k ES. For ease of notation, let
dj = E(Y;')-E(Yj ). With some algebraic manipulations, we can write the mean conditional
token nunaround time as
- 18 -
+ L qiE(Y,")+ L qi E (Xi )+2 L qi D }
i'#j i-..j j""j
+{L Yi+ Lq;d;+ LP; E(Xi)+ L (I-p' i)E(V;)
+ L qiE(Y,")+ L qiE(Xi)+ L qi D }
i""j i-..j i ... j
(18)
where each summation is over S unless otherwise specified, and pt is the probabiliry that queue i
is found nonempty during the passive cycles of an ATP system operating at steady state. From
MlG!l theory we know that in ATP I
(19)
for each j E S. Let Pi be the probability that queue j is found nonempty during (only) the pas-
sive cycles of TP. Since Pj = Aj E (C), and ~ (Cp)::; E (C), we conclude that pj ::; Pi for all
j ES. lbis means that the server is more likely to find each queue of me TP system nonempry
ilian the corresponding queue in the ATP system. In other words, the ATP server empties buffers
faster, on the average.
The behavior of individual stations under TP and ATP can be examined via Eq. (18). A
quick computation of E (C) and E (Tj ) will indicate which stations have managed [0 decrease the
mean token-turnaround time under ATP at the expense of others. If we know that some station k
has an extremely low load, say with qt = 0, and we are unware of other station loads, then the
increase in station j 's mean token-turnaround time is given by
E(T,)-E(C)= L qidi- L YiE(Xi )+ L YiE(Vi)+ L qiE(Y,")
i~t j ... t i .. t ;~I:.
+ L qiE(X;)+ L qi D
j~1: j~1:
(20)
where Yi = (Pi - p;), i ES. If we can assume that the difference between token-passing times of
active and passive cycles is negligible, then d; = 0 for all i ES, and
- 19 -
E(T.)-E(C)~ 2: Yi E (1Ii)- 2: y,E(Xi )+ 2: qi [E(Y(')+E(Xi)+Dj (21)
i~1; i'#-I: i"'l:
If ql: = 0 for all k E S (Le. no Stations are found active during passive cycles), then 'Yk = afor all
k ES and from Eq. (21) we obtain E(TI;.)=E(C). In other words, ATP degenerates into a TP
system. If station k is very heavily loaded, say with qk = I, then the decrease in station k's rot-
naround time is considerable and can be obtained by subtracting E CTt ) [See Eq. 18} from E (C).
System Comparison
In order [Q decide which of the two systems performs bener, with mean token turnaround
time taken over the N stations as a measure, we must compute E (C) and E (T.lJ. k = 1,2, "0' N .
Define EeT)= 1.- f E(T1J to be the mean token-turnaround time in the ATP system. If
N k:1
E (T) < E (C) we can say that ATP's performance is superior. Note that E (T) > E (C) does Dm
necessarily imply that TP's performance is superior. Even rhough E (T) may be greater than
E (C), ATP causes a possibly unstable TP system [Q become more stable. This is especially
important with network traffic that tends to be bursty or have peaked input rates. For a shan
rime, this causes station buffers to saturate and give the system an appearance of instability, at
least for a few stations. The effect of using ATP is to relieve the congested stations upto a cyc1e-
time more quickly than TP.
There are other factors that may need [Q be considered besides mean token turnaround time.
Some examples are the fairness of ATP compared to TP, mean channel utilization, mean queue
length, mean packet delay etc. Observe that the random variable Tj , with distribution given in
Eq. (9), can be used as a "service-time" random variable for station j customers. Approximare
measures of mean queue length and queueing delay are now easily obtainable via standard queue-
ing theory. These ideas are investigated in greater detail in [Rego85a].
- 20-
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